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ABSTRACT: 

The aim of this research is to compare the performance ( probability of misclassification 
) of several object classifiers ( some of them developed by author) and classical per-pixel 
maximum likelihood classifier for forest ( deciduous, coniferous and mixed) classification. 

The new analytical method ( derived by author) is applied for the selection of object classifier 
based on calculating the probability of misclassification. 

Object classifiers are supervised maximum likelihood classifiers incorporating spatial charac
teristics of an image during classification based on Markov random field model. 

The research is carried out on Landsat TM data received from IFAG, Frankfurt a.M. 

During investigation the Image Analysis and Classification System IMAX ( developed by 
author and his group ) is used. 

First results show the complexity of the problem and the need for further investigation. 

KEYWORDS: Thematic information extraction, Spatial characteristics of images, Pattern 
recognition, Landsat TM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The thematic information extraction from remote sensing 
images is important for solving many practical problems. 
Usually supervised maximum likelihood classifiers which 
assign each pixel of an image to one of ill known classes, 
i.e. so called per-pixel classifiers, are used ( Jensen, 1986; 
Richards, 1986). But often the quality of such classifiers 
is not satisfactory. 

One of the ways to solve this problem is to incorporate 
spatial characteristics of an image in the process of clas
sification. There are some reviews on these questions ( 
Landgrebe, 1981; Swain, 1985; Alfiorov, 1989; Palubin
skas, 1990a). We can see that there are three approaches 
how to use the spatial information: textural, object and 
contextual. This work is concerned with the object ap
proach. 

Object classifiers assign the whole object of an image or 
the central pixel of an object to one of ill known classes. 
But there are difficulties in realization of object approach 
in general case because of the high dimensionality of the 
vector to be classified. Assumptions about the kind of 
dependence between intensity values of neighboring pixels 
must be made. Object classifiers first were introduced in 
( Ketting, 1976; Landgrebe, 1980 ) in the case of inde
pendent pixels of an object. Another assumption is based 
on Markov type dependence, particulary on the separable 
correlation model. All known object classifiers are based 
on this model. 

In ( Palubinskas, 1988a; Palubinskas, 1989) the systemati
zation of image models based on the separable correlation 
model is made and on this basis some original classifiers 
are proposed. So in total 14 object classifiers ( some of 
them are in. the publications of Guyon and Yao, 1987; 
Mardia, 1984; Switzer, 1980 ) were investigated theoret
ically. The quality of classifiers is usually measured by 
the probability of misclassification ( PMC ). The new an
alytical method to calculate the PMC is proposed in ( 
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Palubinskas, 1988b; Palubinskas, 1992 ) which allows to 
compare the performance of several classifiers in the same 
conditions. This method is much more cheaper than the 
traditional method, when the PMC is evaluated on mod
eled data. This theoretical analysis helped us to select 5 
object classifiers from 14 for further investigation on real 
data. 

There are some papers ( Landgrebe, 1980; Kalayeh and 
Landgrebe, 1987; Mardia, 1984; Switzer, 1980 and Palu
binskas, 1990b ) where some of these object classifiers are 
tested on real remote sensing imagery. These experiments 
allow to select 3 object classifiers from 5 and they can be 
recommended for practical use. However, this conclusion 
is valid not for all situations. 

In this work the above mentioned analytical method of se
lection of a classifier is used in the analysis of remote sens
ing imagery. At first the statistical characteristics of trai
ning data and statistical charateristics which are used for a 
classifier design are calculated. Then the analytical PMC 
of this classifier is calculated. So the analytical method 
allows us to select the object classifier from a set of avail
able with a very little computer time expenses. Then the 
selected classifier can be run on the full data set. 

The work of this method is illustrated on the example of 
classifying the Landsat TM image of Frankfurt am Main 
surroundings recorded on 30 July 1984 ( received from 
IFAG - Institut fur Angewandte Geodasie ). 

I~ Section 2 the object classifiers are described briefly. Sec
tIon 3 presents the new analytical method for classifier se
lection. In Section 4 the experimental results are presented 
and finally Section 5 provides the concluding remarks. 

2. OBJECT CLASSIFIERS 

Cons~der a two-dimensional multispectral image, where 
the pIxels of an image are q-dimensional vectors 



and xl is the Ith feature of the pixel x. The group of 
adjacent pixels defines an object of an image. 

Let us denote the object of an image by X, where 

is a vector of size N q x 1 and N is the number of pixels in 
the object. 

Suppose that the pixels of an object have Gaussian distri
bution, i.e. 

where 
Pi = (p}, pr, ... , pD 

is the mean of the pixel x of the ith class and :Ei is the 
covariance matrix of x. 

The aim of image recognition is to classify each pixel of 
an object or the whole object of an image into one of m 
possible classes. 

The classical procedure isa~er-pixel classifier whichs as
signs pixel x to the class i, ,when 

(1) 

where p is the class-conditional density function for the 
class Wi. This decision rule classifiers pixels alone using 
only the spectral characteristics of pixels of an image. 

The decision rule for the object classifier is the following 

(2) 

In Gaussian case p(XIWi) is characterized by J{ - covari
ance matrix of an object X of size N qxN q and M = 
(p, ... , p)' - mean of X of size N q x l. 

The usage of object classifier (2) in the general case is very 
restricted because for rather large Nand q it is difficult to 
estimate matrix J{ because of a limited size of the learning 
sample. To overcome these difficulties, one has to make 
certain assumptions about the structure of J{. 

The solution of this problem is based on the two following 
assumptions about the structure of matrix J{. 

First, it is assumed that the correlation between the pixels 
of an object does not depend on q, i.e. J{ = R®:E, where 
R is the spatial correlation matrix of size N X N, ® is the 
Kroneker product. 

Secondly, assumptions about the structure of matrix Rare 
made. Often, it is assumed that the pixels inside the ob
ject are independent ( Ketting, 1976; Landgrebe, 1980). 
In this case R is the identity matrix and the spatial char
acteristics are employed indirectly. Another popular as
sumption is that an object of an image is a Markov ran
dom field ( Switzer, 1980; Mardia, 1984; Guyon and Yao, 
1987; Kalayeh and Landgrebe, 1987; Palubinskas, 1988a) 
which is represented by causal autoregressive model. In 
this case matrix R is characterized by few parameters, the 
number of which depends on the order of Markov model. 
All object classifiers are based on the popular separable 
correlation function 

corr(x .. Xkl) - pli-klplj-ll 
ZJ' - 1 2 , 
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where PI and P2 are spatial correlation coefficients between 
adjacent pixels of an object in the horizontal and vertical 
directions, respectively. 

So we see that depending on the structure of matrix R 
there can be a wide variety of object classifiers. The prob
lem of selection of object classifier is actual. From Section 
1 we see that there are a lot theoretical investigations of 
object classifiers, but there are only few results on real 
data. 

So object classifiers must be investigated more thoroughly 
on real data. For this purpose IMAX - image analysis 
and classification system was developed in Data Analysis 
Department, Institute of Mathematics and Informatics ( 
Palubinskas, Cibas, Repsys, 1991 ) on PC computer. 

IMAX offers the choice between 10 classifiers: one conven
tional per-pixel maximum likelihood classifier ( PIX ), one 
conventional per-pixel minimum distance classifier, 6 ob
ject maximum likelihood classifiers and 2 object minimum 
distance classifiers. Object classifiers classify the central 
pixel of an object. Then the window is moved by one pixel. 
Four object classifiers are for cross-shaped block and other 
four are for square-shaped block. In each group there are 
the following object classifiers: 
- object classifier incorporating the spatial characteristics 
of an image directly on the base of causal Markov ran
dom field model of the first and third order, respectively 
(OMARKl, OMARK3), 
- object classifier based on the assumption that the pixels 
inside the block are independent ( OIND1, OIND3 ), 
- object classifier which classify the mean of the block un
der the assumption that the pixels inside the block are 
independent ( OMEANIND1, OMEANIND3 ), 
- object classifier which classify the mean of the block un
der the assumption that the pixels inside the block are in
dependent and with covariance matrix equal identity ma
trix ( OMEANl, OMEAN3 ). 
These 8 object classifiers were investigated in this work. 
For detailed description of object classifiers see ( Palubin
skas, 1988a ). 

3. ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR EVALUATION OF 
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE 

The conventional method for evaluation of classifier per
for:mance ( the probability of error) is mathematical mod
eling. First, one has to programm the classifier, then to 
run it on test data in order to calculate the probability of 
error. But it is rather time consuming way. 

The analytical way to calculate the probability of error 
requires only calculation of statistical characteristics of 
data ( mean and covariance matrix). So it can be much 
more faster. In ( Fukunaga, 1972 ) two analytical meth
ods of calculating the probability of error are proposed. 
First calculates the exact probability of error of discrimi
nant function using Imhof formula or characteristic func
tion. Second approximates the probability of error under 
assumption of discriminant function normal distribution. 
But these formulae are in the case of classifier model and 
data model equality. In practice, usually, these models 
are different. In ( Palubinskas, 1988b; 1992 ) these formu
lae are extended for the case of classifier model and data 
model inequality. So these formulae allow to compare 

several classifiers in the same conditions. Now we shall 
present these formulae in more details. 



The purpose of pattern recognition is to determine which 
category or class a given sample belongs. Lets consider 
the two-class problem, i.e. each sample belongs to one of 
two classes, WI or W2' The conditional density functions 
and the a priori probabilities are assumed to be known. 

Let X = (Xl,X2, ... ,Xn )' be an observation vector. The 
Bayes decision rule ( l' or 2 ) can be written as follows: 

= In p( WI) --* X E {WI 
P(W2) W2, 

(3) 

where p(Wi) - a priori probabilities and p(XIWi) - condi
tional density functions. 

The probability of error evaluates the performance of a 
decision rule. The probability of error can be calculated 
as follows: 

(4) 

where 

(5) 

(6) 

Formulae (5,6) do not lead to straightforward calculation 
of probability of error, because we need to know the den
sity function of h(X). But there are some cases when this 
can be done. 

When the p(XIWi) are normal with expected vectors Mi 
and covariance matrices ~i' the Bayes decision rule (3) 
becomes 

h(X) = ~(X - Ml)'~I-I(X - M1 ) 

1( )' -1( 1 1~11 < {WI -- X -M2 ~2 X -M2)+ -In - > t --* X E 
2 2 1~21 W2· 

(7) 
From (7) we see that the discriminant function of h(X) 
depends upon the following parameters: mean vectors Mi 
and covariance matrices ~i, i = 1,2 ( classifier model ). 

Let X, which is to be classified, is normally distributed 
vector with the true parameters: MT and ~r, i = 1,2 ( 
data model ). 

3.1. Exact Probability of Error 

The probability of error for the first class using Imhof for
mula can be expressed as 

_ ~ .!.1+00sin8(u)d 
51 - 2 + () U, 

7r 0 up U 
(8) 

where 

p(U) = IT(1 +d7,Tu2)teHL:7=1(V4,idi.TU)2/(I+d;,TU2)}. 

i=1 
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The probability of error for the second class is obtained 
analogically. 

We see that the formula for the probability of error is 
rather complicated for computing. In the next Section 
the simple formula for the approximation of probability of 
error is presented. 

3.2. Approximate Probability of Error 

When h(X) is a normal random variable (5,6) becomes 

5i = <p[( _l)i ~J, i = 1,2, 
O-i 

(9) 

where 
'fli = E{h(X)lwd 

2 

= ~[2:)-1)j-1{tr{~j-1~r} 
j=1 

2 

0-; = E[{h(X)-ryd2IwiJ = ~[2tr{( 2:)_1)j-l~j-l~n2}+ 
)=1 

2 

4{ 2::( -1)j-1(MT - Mj)'~j -1 }~iT 
j=1 

2 

{ 2::( _1)j-1(MT - Mj)'~j -}}], 
j=l 

The accuracy of approximation of the probability of error 
is investigated in ( Palubinskas, 1992 ). There we want to 
note that the accuracy of approximation is strongly influ
enced by the concrete structures of the covariance matrices 
of classes. Also to calculate the approximate of the prob
ability of error is much faster than to calculate the exact 
probability of error. In the following Section both ana
lytical methods are used for object classifier performance 
evaluation. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

In this Section first experimental results on forest classifi
cation, based on LANDSAT TM data recorded on 30 July 
1984, are presented. The aim of this research is to distin
guish forest types: deciduous forest, coniferous forest and 
mixed forest with the help of object classifiers. We have 
to note that the same problem on the same data set was 
solved in ( Schulz, 1988; Pyka, 1990 ) with the help of 
per-pixel classifier. The potential of object classifiers for 
forest classification is also of interest. 

Defining the training and control fields for supervised clas
sification is rather difficult task, especially when there is 
no possibility to get true ground information. So from vi
sual analysis of multispectral images and topographic map 
1:50 000 ( supplied by IFAG ) two fields were defined for 
each class ( forest type ). Only one band: No.4 was used 
for classification. The results of classification are shown 
in Table 1. PR is correct classification on training sample 
and PK - on control sample. 



We see the great potential of object classifiers. The use 
of unsupervised classification can help to select training 
fields more accurately. It is planned to do in further ex
periments. The use of analytical methods for evaluation 
of the performance of classifier can help significantly to 
reduce computer time. This is also planned for further 
experimen ts. 

TABLE 1. The results of forest classification 
of nine classifiers 

Classifier PR(%) PK(%) 
PIX 76.22 75.99 

OMARK1 89.47 87.44 
OIND1 88.29 85.40 

OMEANIND1 80.81 80.14 
OMEAN1 67.91 67.91 
OMARK3 90.66 86.25 

OIND3 90.49 88.29 
OMEANIND3 82.68 82.34 

OMEAN3 68.93 68.93 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work object classifiers incorporating spatial char
acteristics of an image during classification and based on 
Markov random field model are introduced. 

Two analytical methods for the evaluation of performance 
of object classifier based on calculating the probability of 
error are presented. 

First experimental results on forest classification, based on 
LANDSAT TM data, show the great potential of object 
classifiers comparing with per-pixel classifier. On the other 
hand we have to note the complexity of the problem and 
the need for further investigation. 
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